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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (92-2781)

FROM: SAC, TAMPA (92-1)

SUBJECT: SANTO TRAFFICANTE, JR., aka. AR

DAILY AIRTEL

Sources in Tampa have not reported subject's presence in Tampa and he has not been seen at his residence nor Columbia Restaurant.

Dr. ANTHONY PETER PERZIA, M. D., Citizens Building, Tampa, advised 4/27/61 that subject had been in his office about six weeks ago to have his eyes checked at which time subject advised he had an apartment in Miami Beach and was spending his time there. PERZIA stated that his wife was in Miami Beach one week ago where she saw Mrs. SANTO TRAFFICANTE and Mrs. TRAFFICANTE related to Mrs. PERZIA that she had a furnished apartment in Miami Beach. Address of subject in Miami Beach unknown to Dr. PERZIA.

SUBJECT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED ARMED AND DANGEROUS DUE TO HIS EXTENSIVE PAST ASSOCIATION IN CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES.

P. 3 - Bureau
1 - Miami (92-88) (Info.)
2 - Tampa (92-1)
   (1cc-137- ANTHONY PETER PERZIA)
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